The many features
of the TASKBAR
How hard can it be?

What’s it’s purpose
• The main thing about it is that it’s always there.
• You can be deep in the bowels of whatever software you are
using and the Taskbar is sitting at the bottom of the screen
waiting for you to do something
• So it’s kind of quick access point for all manner of features
• You won’t believe all of the things that it can give you access to
• It’s a long list as you will see on the following slides.

Taskbar actions
• Gives access to the Start Menu

• You can move it’s location

• Very powerful search option

• Change its size

• Gives access to Cortana

• Change icon sizes

• Access to Task View and Desktop(s)

• Add on screen keyboard

• Stores shortcuts to Apps

• Create Toolbars

• Incorporates the System Tray

• Jump to desktop

• Holds Time and Date settings

• Set Windows display

• Holds Notifications

• Gives access to Task Manager

• Has many jump lists

• And much more………..

Gives Access to the Start
Menu
Windows 10 comes with a
number of Apps or programs
already loaded and new ones
can be added from the store.
The Start Screen is where you
can see them all in one place
We have a separate tutorial for
the start screen
The important thing here is that
by right clicking some of these
Apps you can Pin them to the
Task Bar
It’s normal to do this for your
most commonly used Apps.

It also gives access to Power,
Settings and Account
Management along with
access to Documents and
Picture folders

Just Click the Windows Logo

The Screen now has Three
Sections on what we call
the Start Screen
The First section gives quick
access to the most
important or frequently
used actions
Sometimes this list needs
extending to make it wider if
you need to see the text as
well as the shortcut logo. Just
click the icon shown below to
open it up

• This gives access to
Power Setting which
includes our
shutdown options.
• A shortcut to our
system settings area

• A shortcut to our
Pictures folder
• A shortcut to
Documents Folder
• A shortcut to our user
settings

I can adjust which
shortcuts appear on this
list
Just Right Click on one of the
options such as ‘Documents’
and choose ‘Personalise This
List’
Turn on all of the options that
you want to see

The most common option
on this list is the Power
Button

The most common
option
The Power Button

Sleep is often preferred to
A shutdown as it speeds up
Starting the system where you left off with
Minimum Power use. It can also help with
Updates under certain circumstances.
You will need to refer to notes from an earlier
tutorial to make full use of this.

The Settings Option –
One of the most useful
There are many ways to get to
this, but this is probably the
easiest unless you know about

Pay attention to the Windows Update icon at
The top of the screen. A quick way of seeing
Whether any updates are in progress.

If I click the user name –
The display expands to
Show other user name
options as well as account
settings
Most of the remaining
options are shortcuts to
folders that you have
selected such as
‘Documents’ The last
item of interest is the User
option
If you share you computer with
another user. This offers a quick
way of changing your user
login.

Account settings are used
when you need to add or
remover a user from your
computer or when you
need to change a users
permissions or password etc.

This is the Start
Screen Tile Area
where you can
display your
most commonly
used Apps

The remainder of the
Start Screen
Section 2 and 3 of the display
area show a list of all installed
Apps and Tiles on the Start
Screen to provide quick access
to the most commonly used
Applications.

Right Click any option on the list to pin a Tile to
the Start Screen. Refer to earlier tutorial notes
for the full description of how to use Start Screen

The tiles are selected by
you to show the most
commonly used App
Just Right Click an item
in the list – Pin to Start

You can Right Click the tile for
even more options
Different tiles have different
options

I use the search box a lot
Not just searching for
Apps and Documents – It
will even search the
internet
Some people don’t have it
showing. You need to Right
Click the Taskbar > Search >
Show Search Box

Search Box

Cortana used to be
incorporated into the
search box which was
confusing. Its now
separate
There is also a button for
Task View to use Multiple
Desktops
Follow the same steps for the
search box display – but
choose Cortana button to
toggle between show and hide
Show Task View button

This is the
Search
Box

This is the
New
Cortana
Button

This is the
Task Bar
Button

You can make a lot of
adjustments here to
control what happens
to the Task Bar
Pay particular attention
to the starred item –
Selecting which icons
appear on the Task Bar
You can even drag
and drop to the task
bar

We have a lot of control
over what appears on
the Task Bar
Right Click the Task bar and
choose task Bar Settings

• The Address Toolbar should allow you to type in a web
search, mine doesn’t but I can search my home
network

Toolbars are also quite
interesting

• The Links Toolbar offers your ‘favourites‘ saved web
pages – Again not working on mine unless I drag a new
one into place from the search bar

There are four options
Address
Links
Desktop
New
• The Desktop Tool Bar shows a list of all items on your
Desktop
• The ‘New Toolbar’ allows you to choose a folder, When
you click it shows a list of the folder contents

If you are running out of
space on the Task Bar You
can drag its top edge up to
make it deeper

There are two icon sizes If
yours are too small to see,
check whether the task bar
setting is set to small
You Can Lock the Task Bar
or force it to hide unless you
move the mouse to the
bottom of the screen
You can even move the
Task Bar to different places
on the screen
There is a lot to explore
under the settings option

This is where to
make the
changes

Possibly the most
important option of all

THE TASK MANAGER
Just Right Click the Task Bar
and choose it from the list

Click the Process Tab to see what is slowing down your
computer by taking too much CPU or Memory or Disk Time –
Click The column Header for each to sort the values from high
to low – Percentages above 80% may typically slow your
system down. Its OK if its intermittent but continuous is a
problem – See next slide

The performance tab lets
you view the key system
resources to check what
is happening as time
passes.
Continuously high percentage
readings will slow down your
system. If it happens a lot you
need to investigate what is
causing it

The Start-up Tab is where
to go when your
computer is taking too
long too start up. It
should only take about a
minute
Check which App names are
enabled, there should only be
the most important Apps
starting at Boot Up stage such
as Anti Virus, Print, One Drive if
used, Backup sometimes, etc.
You can start the less important
manually as requires, so disable
them by selecting with a Left
Click the Right Click to get a
menu list, then choose Disable.
You can always Enable if you
make a mistake

